
SMART HRT 3K/5KVA Series

OFF-Grid Rack Mounted 

Solar Inverter

Product Introduction

The Smart HRT series inverters are designed with a 

standard 3U rack-mounted structure, which is easy 

to use with lithium battery packs and saves space. 

The inverter is a pure sine wave solar inverter control 

integrated machine; the controller adopts advanced 

MPPT calculation method and intelligent battery 

management to ensure maximum energy acquisition, 

with a wide PV input range, when the energy is 

sufficient It can be loaded without the battery; at the 

same time, it adopts high-frequency design, which 

has the advantages of high-power density, simple 

operation, high efficiency of the whole machine, and 

low no-load loss. It integrates the functions of solar 

energy, mains power and battery 3 in 1 to provide a 

steady supply of energy for lighting, computers, TVs 

and other household appliances and power tools, 

as well as small-power industrial electrical equip-

ment.

Feature

Adopt standard 3U rack structure design, especially 

suitable for use with lithium batteries

Pure sine wave output, can meet the use of various 

types of loads

The maximum PV open circuit voltage is 450V, when 

the energy is sufficient, it can be loaded without the 

battery

Built-in MPPT solar controller

With multi-mode setting function, the priority level of 

photovoltaic, utility power and battery can be 

selected and set through the LCD screen

It has a wide range of mains input voltage, which

can be selected through LCD to meet different 

power requirements
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With battery over-discharge, overload protection, 

over-temperature protection, short-circuit protection 

and other protection functions

When the battery is discharged and the inverter is 

turned off, the inverter will automatically turn on when 

the photovoltaic or mains power is restored.

With cold start function; support USB, RS485 

monitoring function

WIFI intelligent monitoring function, support mobile 

APP to view various data (optional)
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Specifications

(Battery Mode)


